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BY GLENN KRAWCZYK 

THE LONG AND WINDING
 
ROAD
 

Recently Nexus reported on the 
Central Intelligence Agency's 
secret 25 year multi-million dol

lar mind control program, MKULTRA, 
and its numerous sub-projects, which 
included research into every conceiv
able technique to control the human 
mind. 

TeslS were conducted on unwitting and 
pO_OIly informed citizens, prison inmates, 
and servicemen, using psycho-active drugs, 
hypnosis, sensory deprivation, electrocon
vulsive nherapy, elecJroshock treatment 
(ECf), psychosurgery, deep sleep therapy, 
biological agents (i.e. chemical weapons), 
"harassmen~ substances", brain concussion, 
stress, electronic brain stimulation (ESB), 
electronic brain implants, electromagnetic 
radio frequency energy, and many other 
tecJmi'ques. They were applied to subjeclS 
in any combination that showed promise for 
influencing or controlling human behaviour. 
No stone was left unturned. 

It cannot be over-emphasised, the resullS 
of mind control experimentation, which has 
been conducted by a number of so-called 
"civilised" nations, have led to a. new breal 
of weapons, and those weapons !r!< in use 
today. They are the weapons of the New 
World Order and are specifically designed 
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to rob individuals, and even entire nations, 
of Itheir capacity for freedom of thought. 

BASIC TECHNIQUES fOR
 
CONTROL
 

The human brain has often been compared 
to a computer. Information is fed in, 
processed, integrated, and a response is then 
formulated and acted upon. Mind 
controllers manipulate information in the 
same manner as a computer programmer 
manipulates information. 

First you control the source, quality, and 
quamity of information fed into the proces
sor, inl our case, the brain. Then you control 
the manner in which the information is 
processed, in this case, by manipulating 
states of human consciousness. Induction 
of slates of heightened suggestibility is the 
most CQmmon form of manipulation. 
Television is an effective and broad reach
ing device used for this purpose. (The CIA 
is currently setting up its own 'television 
channel' which will have the capacity to 
broadcast from airborne transmitters wJth 
sufficient power to interrupt any country's 
regular broadcasts, and which wiU no doubt 
be used for Psychological Warfare). You 
then m(mitoJ you.! target's response ItQ the 
"program" and reinforce the messages nec
essary to obtain the desired result. This 
takes the form of positive or negative feet/.
back. In any Qther language, this woulid be 
known as conditioning. 

.. ,;/ 
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The mind control weapon-s of tomorrow 
are here today. There are devices designed 
to introduce thoughts into the human mind, 
devices designed to directly manipulate 
slates of consciousness, (i.e. the mind's 
processing capability), and devices designed 
to read the brain wave patterns, or thought, 
from-a-distance. 

THE SECRETS OF UFE 
In January 1991 the University of Arizona 

hosted a conference entitled the 'NATO 
Advance Research Workshop on Coherent 
and Emergent Phenomena in Biomolecular 
Systems.' The conference revealed some 
fascinating, but mightening, developments 
in the world of biomolecurar systems, a field 
which encompasses a wide range of disci
plines ranging from biomolecular chemistry, 
nanotechnology, psychoneuroimmunology, 
to bio-molecular engineering, and a number 
of other areas related to the study of human 
consciousness. The organiser and host of 
the conference, Dr. Stuart Hameroff, of the 
University's College of Medicine, Dept. of 
Anaesthcsiology, stated, "The goals of th-e 
conference were aimed at understanding the 
basic mechanisms of life and conscious
ness." He claimed that NATO were merely 
the sponsor for the event and that their par
ticipation was limited to having a few repre
sentatives attending the conference and tak
ing notes. 

Hameroff believes that the seat of con
sciousness may be located in '''computer-like 
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cytoskeletal polymers within living cells." Phrued more simply; an 
individual's consciousness may be loeated within microscopic 
structures found inside the nuclei of individual brain cells. These 
structures appear to communicate via "coherent nanosecollii excita
tions", that is, some farm of ultra-short wavelength energy cou
pIing. Hameroff goes on to say, "An idea expressed relevant to life 
'Beyond 2000' was that brain cytoskeletal proteins could be pre
pared in an artificial environment which may be capable of contain
ing cognitive functions." 

"An individual may then be able to transfer his or her conscious
nes~ to an ar.tijicial e~viro.nment when ~heir b~dy approac~d eXfi
ratwn. ObVIOusly thIS ralSes mtllly philosophical and socwloglCal 

Overseas, experimenzation is taJcing place on hostages held by the 
United States in Canada, Great Britain, Australia, Germany, 
Finland and France. In addition, there has berm a long series of 
bizarre suicides among British computer scientists, all ofwhom had 
some connection to the' United Stales Navy. 

Considering how recklessly, wantonly and indiscriminately 
America's new weapons have been used, physicians attending the 
dead and dying should consider the patient's known political views 
and associations before making a diagnosis or conducting an 
autopsy." 

PROGRAMMED MAYHEM 
.. .. . . 
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conference stood out for its different~W~1&.~;.~~'tl~~~;~;im1fm~fi~%i~i~h~i~0:~t1and  a 12-gauge shotgun. The gunman 
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protest, and a chilling warning to the attending scientists about the 
potential abuses of their research fmdings. The SUbject of the paper: 
Mind Control. 

Delivered by private researcher Harlan E. Girard, the paper was 
entitled, "Effects of Gigahertz Radiation on the Human Nervous 
System: Recent Developments in the Technology of Political 
Control." It outlines how microwave energy can be, and is being, 
used Ito influence and control human behaviour. 

iln a letter regarding Girard's presentation, Stuart Hameroff states 
that Ithese "alleged" tecllniques "utilised nano-second (or faster 
giga-hertz, microwave, etc.) vibrations, and thus were consistent 
with ,the conference theme of consciousness being related to coher
eRt nanosecond excitations in the cytoskeleton." The paper itself, 
however, is far less interesting as science than it is terrifying, if an 
accurate repon on the operational. capability of agencies who might 
be employmg such deV19~  and evil technology. 

Girard opens the paper by stating, '7he United States has devel
oped communications equipmen.t which can make the blind see, the 
deo/ he~r and the lame walk. It can relieve t~ termin~Iy ill of all 
pal.ft, without the use of any drugs. A man mlghl retam the use of 
all his faculties up until the day ofhis death. 

This communications equipment depends on a new way of look
ing at the human brain and neuromuscular system, and gigahertz 
radiation pulsed at ultra-low frequencies. 

Some of this equipment is now operational within the Central 
Intelligence Agency and the Federal Bureau ofInvestigation. It will 
never be used to maJce the blind see and the deaf hear and the lame 
walk because it is central to the domestic political agenda andfor
eign policy ofJames A. Baker and GeQrge Herbert WaIker Bush. 

Domestically the new communications equipment.is being used to 
torture and murder persons who match proftles imagined to be able 
to screen a given population for terrorists, to torture and murder 
citizens who ?elong to organ~sations which promote peac.e. and 
development, 1fI Central America, ·to torture and murder citIzens 
who belong to organisations opposed to the deployment and use of 
nuclear ~eapons, and to create a race or slaves c~lled Automatons, 
or what IS popularly called the ManchUrian CandldaJe. 

aged 22, no previous criminal record, kills eight people at the 
Melbourne General Post Office in Queen St., Melbourne. He then 
jumps 11 stories to his death. 

May 1988: Laurie Dann, criminal record unknown, kills one child 
and wounds five others in a school yard in Winnekta, lllinois. She 
then commits suicide. 

September 1989: Joseph Wesbecker, C"riminal record unknown, 
kills eight former co-workers and wounds twelve in the Standard 
Gravure Building in Louisville, Kentucky. He then commits sui
cide by turning the gun on himself. 

April 1990: Rodney 1. Dale, panel-beater aged 27, no previous 
criminal record, kills one person and wounds 7, firing off a total of 
40 rounds on the Gold Coast, Queensland. He was carrying two 
rifles and was wounded by police. 

August 1991: Wade Frankum, aged 33, unemployed, no previous 
criminal record, kills seven in Strathfietd Plaza, Sydney, with a 
semi-automatic SKK rifle. He th'en commits suicide by shooting 
himself in the head. His last words, "I'm sorry," 

September 199,1: Geo:rge Henard, 'aged 35, no previous criminal 
record, drives his truck Ithougl1 the front window of Luby's 
Cafeteria in Kileen, Texas. He then kills 23 people, and wounds 
another 20, in a 10 minute shooting spree with a Glock 9mm semi
automatic pistol. He then commits suicide by shooting him~lf.  

November 1991: Santiago Lopez, aged 42, Mexican, no previous 
criminal record, is arrested at the United Natioll$ BuildiPg in New 
York carrying a revolver and 100 rounds of ammunition. His intent 
was to kill. 

November 1991: Bradley A. Cooke, chef, aged 32, no previous 
criminal record, kills one person and wounds anoVher at Airlie 
Beach, Queensland. Armed with a SKS assault rifle, he then com
mits suicide by shooting himself. 

November 1991: Gang Lu, a Graduate Student with no previQus 
criminal record, ~Ls  five people in Iowa City, USA. Arwed wit-h a 
.38 revolver, Lu also commits suicide by shooting himself. 

November 1991: Thomas Mcfivane, aged 31. Postal worker with 
no previous criminal record, kills 7 people and wounds seven in 
Royal Oak, USA. lie attemp~  suicide and is then llIj'ested. 
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lated 
to any 
form of 
racial vio
lence that 
plagues the 
country. 

So are these 
individuals really 
"lo,ne nuts" as the 
au thorities and 
mainstream media 
would have us believe? 
If not, might they have 
been under the influence 
of some form ofmind con
trol? 

THE PS¥CHOLOGY Of
 
TERROR
 

Would any government, corpora
tion, or psychiatrist wilfully promote 
such horror today, you ask? The answer 
is qUite obviously YES. Governments 
agencies, and the corporations that work 
with them toward New World Order, m: pre
pared to promote anything that will help them 
to achieve th~ir  objective of total social control. 
History has demonstrated that to us repeatedly, 
loudly and clearly. As for the question of why; for 
one thing, if you terrify the public and make them 
fear for their safety, they will allow you to implement 
draconian law enforcement practi~es,  disarm them, and 
keep extensive records on them, and ithey only have to tell 
you !bat its all in order to "protect you", ot" course. And 
secondly, it promptes ,the decay of the current form Q[ demo
cratic political system .and leads societies to search for alterna
tives to current political methodology. Of course the alternative 
has already been planned. It lis called "New World Order", and it 
won't have your safety or interests at heart. As George Bush 
wouJ}d say, "read my lips." 

Fear has always been used by powerful elites to control and sub
jugate the masses. The old maxim "divide and conquer" is being 
played out to limit in every comer of the planet to ensure that every
body lis frightened for theiI pers.onal safety, and seared or suspicious 
of those around them. This too, is mind control. 

THE UNHOLY ALLIANCE 
One of the most common factors amongs.t people who have com-
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mined these types of crimes is that they were being treated with pre
scription tranquillisers or anti-depressants during the period imme
diately ~ tQ committing the crime. John Hinkley, Jr., the gun
man who attempt.edi Jo shoot President Ronald Re3gan in 1981, had 
ingested several tablets of Valium only two hours before the ~5as
sination attemp,t. Frank Vitrovik (lis,ted previous. page) had been 
prescribed an anti-anxiety agent called Ativan. According to the 
Mim.s Drug Compendium, one af the side effects of Ativan ~s  

"rage." 
Is this planned Mind Control at work? Far fetched you say? Or 

does it possibly strike you as more than coincidence that George 
Bush, after stepping aside as Directoll of Central Intelligence in 

1977, was made director of the Eli Lilly Pharma'ceutical 
Company by the father and family of current U.S. Vice

Pr.esidcnt Dan Quayle, who ownedl the controlling interest in 
the company. The Bush family have also been major share

holders in other pharmaceutical companies, induding 
Abbott, Bristol, and Pfizer (whom they are Ithought to 

stiU hold shares in). 
It is uncanny how often perpetrators of violent 

crimes have been prescribed tranqUillisers or anti
depressants, such as Valium, Librium, Xanax, 

Halcion or Prozac, before having committed any 
offenses. Other supposed "anti-psychotic" 

drugs, such as Haloperidol, have shown 
strong links to the m.anifestation of vio

lence. Lawsuits have been brought against 
major pharmaceutical companies in a 

number of countries for this very rea
SOn and there is an enormous amount 

of evidence to support the argument 
that these drugs cause violent 

behaviour and are nQi an effec
tive treatment for it. 

Eli Lilly are the manufac
turers of the controversial 

anti-depressant Prozac 20, 
which was being taken by 
over two million 

Americans by 1989. 
Th.e prescription 

information on 
Prozac states that 

the drug can 
generate "hos

tility, psy
chosis, nal

lucina
t ion s , 
and 

akathisia", a 
bizarre side effect 

that induces patients to 
commit extreme lacts of vio

lence. h sounds like a very 
strange thing Ito prescribe a drug that 

can generate these side effects to a pa,tient 
who i's suffering from depression. Two lawsuits 
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had been brought against Eli Lilly by 1990 in which the side effects 
of Prozac were thought to have been contributing factors (multiple 
murder-suicide cases). 

The author of The Encyclopedia of Modem Murder", published 
in 1983, observed that senseless and violent crime has only become 
a major problem in the last three decades. In the introduction to the 
book. he writes, "We call a crime motiveless if it seems to do no 
one any good Before 1960 such crimes were rare, and the few that 
occurred belong to the end of the decade." Would it be unreason
able to suggest that modem Ipharmaceuticals and ineffectual psychi
atric practices may have some connection to this rise in senseless 
crime? 

Many researchers believe ,that a large number of individuals in 
the mental health field are promoting such incidents, and are work
ing hand in hand with pharmaceutical companies and governments 
Ito help bring about a New World Order in which societies are con
trolled wiJh pharmaceuticals, or should that be chemical weapons? 

Consider this quote from psychologist James V. Mc Connell, 
which was published in a 1970 issue of Psychology Today. "The 
day has come when we can combine sensory deprivation with 
drugs, hypnosis, and astute manipulation of 
reward and punishment, to gain almost 
absolute control over an individual's behav
iour. It should be then possible to achieve a 
very rapid and highly effective type of posi
tive brainwashing that would allow us to 
make dramatic changes in a person's behav
iour and personality. . . We should 
reshape society so that we an would be 
trained from birth to want to do what soci
ety wants us to do. We have the techniques 
to do it. . . no-one owns his own person
ality ... You had no say about what kind 
of personality you acquired, and there's no 
reason to believe you should have the right 
to refuse to acquire a new personality if 
your old one is anti-social." 

It is worth noting at this point that Dr. 
Ewen Cameron, who conducted extensive 
mind-control research under the MKUL
TRA program for the CIA at the AHan 
Memorial Institute of McGill University, in 
Montreal, Ca_nada, was at various times 

.''D~.t.ouiSJolyon:?Jolly''~West:·:
President of the American Psychiatric ":;". :~.  ~""J'  '•.•.• ; '~'•. :;•••~,- '._ " .' •••.,•.•. -.. :: .;.;.~<  ,.'-:-;' brain," connecting then to radio trans

Association, the Canadian Psychiatric 
Association, and the World Association of Psychiatrists. 
Cameron's research (which was covered extensively in the JanlFeb 
and March/April issues of Nexus) formed the basis of Dr. Harry 
Bailey's infamous "Deep Sleep Therapy", which was conducted 
between 1963 and 1979 at the Chelmsford private hospital in 
Sydney, and led to the deaths of over 20 patients. Cameron's 
research followed in the footsteps of English psychiatrist William 
Sargant, whom he considered to be Britain's leading expert on 
communist methods of eliciting confessions. 

THE DEVIL'S DEVIL 
Manipulation through psychiatry has long played a pivotal role in 

helping achieve the New World Order's plan for world domination 
assisted by mind control. 

Harlan Girard, alleges that it is Dr. Louis Jolyon ("Jolly") West, 
Chairman of the Department of Psychiatry at the University of 
California at Los Angeles, and director of its Neuropsychiatric 
Institute, who coordinates the United States government's covert 
mind control program. Girard is not the first, or only, person to 
make this claim. 

West, who conducted extensive research on Korean 
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"Brainwashing" of American POW's, ran a CIA funded LSD 
research program in the early 60's whilst at the University of 
Oklahoma. During this period he earned the dubious honour of 
being the only man ever to administer LSD to an elephant, an inci
dent which to_ok place at the Oklahoma City Zoo. The elephant 
subsequently died. He participated in the 1965 International 
Congress on Hallucinogenic Drugs, which was run by CIA funded 
psychiatrists. During this congress, it was proposed that Ministers 
of Religion be "trained" whilst under the influence of LSD. West is 
also a renowned anti-religionist, and has made large amounts of 
money testifying against religions in U.S. courts. 

His greatest period of public infamy began on January 11th, 
1973, when Governor of California (at that time), Ronald Reagan, 
announced during his annual "State of the State" speech, the forma- . 
tion of a multidisciplinary Centre for the Study and Reduction of 
Violence. Reagan stated, '1'his Centre will explore all types of vio
lent behaviour, what causes it, how it may be detected, prevented, 
controlled, and treated," The director of the centre was to be none 
other than Dr. Louis Jolyon West. The plans for the proposed cen
tre were intentionally vague, and jealously guarded, in public at 

least. Eventually photocopied details 
leaked out which outlined the centre's pro
posed programs, which included genetic, 
biochemical, and neurophysiological studies 
of violent individuals, including prisoners 
and "hyperkinetic children"; experiments in 
"the pharmacology of violence-producing 
and violence inhibiting drugs"; studies of 
"life-threatening behaviour during the men
strual cycle"; studies on "hormonal aspects 
of passivity and aggressiveness in boys"; 
surveys "to discover and compare norms of 
violence among various ethnic groups"; and 
most ominously, the development of tests 
"that might permit the detection of violence 
pre-disposing brain ,disorders prior to the 
occurrence of a violent episode." The 
implementation of the plans was to have 
included "large-scale screening" to detect 
"violence predisposing brain disorders." 

West was also keen to tryout the 
"Schwitzgebel Machine", which involved 
"implanting tiny electrodes within the 

ceivers, and manipulating individuals by 
remote control. Modified missile tracking 

devices were to De used to monitor the subjects whereabouts. 
Governor Reagan was keen to implement West's proposals, but 

met with resistance on a number of fronts. Pressure to veto the pro
posal increased when the Chairman of the Subcommittee on 
Constitutional Rights, Senator Frank Ervin commissioned a study of 
federal involvement in a number of new mind manipulation tech
nologies. When Ervin acquired a letter penned by West, «dated 
January 22, 1973), to Californian State Director of Health, suggest
ing that the military may be prepared to tum over a Nike-missile 
base, located in the Santa Monica Hills, for use as a research facili
ty, considerable suspicion was aroused. 

Promoters of the Violence Research Centre could only offer lame 
explanations regarding the proposed purpose of the facility to the 
Californian Senate. Not only that, West had never fully defined 
what cons_tituted "undesirable behaviour", or why it was necessary 
to wQLk inside a "securely fenced" missile silo. Eventually, the 
entire proposal came under attack and was quietly dropped. Or was 
it merely driven underground? 

Governor Reagan's support for the concept of behaviour control 
programs (read: mind control) was not deterred by this incident, and 
it is almos~ a certainty that life was Ibreathed into many covert mind 
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controll projects of this type once he was elected president. phenomena. Might it be the largest mind control project ever? 
There is every reason to suspect Dr. Louis Jolyon West as being a suggest you examine the evidence carefully before you disregard 

leader in tfie field! of mind control. He's been perfecting his mind the possibility. 

control techniques on human subjects for a long time. A CIA mem IIncidentally, "UFO" magazine editor, Vicki Cooper, is the niece 
orandum entitled "Interrogation TechniCiues", dared January 14th, of Grant Cooper, who was Sirhan Sirhan's attorney after he alleged
1953, includes the following passage: ly assassinated Robert Kenne4y. Theodore Charach's film, "The 

'1f the services of Major Louis J. West, USAF (MC), a trained Second Gun", includes an interview with Sirhan's mother in whi_ch 
hypnotist, can be obtained, and another man well ground.ed in con she curses her son's attorneys. There is much evidence that Sirhan 

ventional psychological interrogation and polygraph te"cfmiques, Sirhan was a victiID of mind control. 

and the services of Lt Col [deleted], a well-balanced interrogation 
research centre could be established in an especially selected loca DID I DO THAT? 
tion." 

Dr., Loo.nard Diamond" director for the defence at the trial of
The CIA proposed Ithat: "This laboratory will include a spe-

Sirhan Sirhan, was extremely surprised when he first placed Sirhan cial chamber, in which all1physiologically significant aspects of the 
under hypnosis. He noted that the ease with which he entered a 

environment can 'be con-
deep hypnotic state clearlytrolIed. This chamber will Ii""----==--=====::;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;====;) 

'n; th thO STATE OF CALIFORNIA, DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL [HYGIENE, suggested he had been hyp
con.....n, among 0 er lOgs,	 NEUROP'SYC!:iIATRIC INSTITUTE notised before. Diamond 
a broad-spectrum polygraph	 CENTER FOR' THE HEALTH SCIENCES questioned Sirhan, whilst in 
for simultaneous recordings	 Los Angeles, Calif., January 22, 1973. 

the hypnotic swe, and asked of a variety of physiological	 J.M. STUBBLEBINE, M.D., 
him to write down the

reactions of the individual	 Director of Health, Office of Health Planning, State of California.. 
answers to his questions,Sacramento, Calif. being studied. In this setting 
and noted, "Sirhan wouldvarious hypnotic, (pharmaco Dear Stub: I am in possession of confidential information 10 the effect that write like a robot and keep 

logic, and sensory-environ	 the Army is prepa.red to turn over Nike missile bases to state and local agen on repeating a word or a
mental variables will be	 cies for non-military lpurposes. They may look with special favour on health

phrase until I stopped him.". manipulated in a controlled relaled applications. 
Such a Nike mis!;ile base is located in the Santa Monica Mountains, within He showed Sirhan a samfashion and quantitative con

a half-hour's drjve of the Neuropsychiatric Institute. It is accessible 'but rela ple page from his own diary, tinuous recordings of the 
tively remote. The site is securely fenced, and includes various buildings asking, "Is this crazy writreactions of the experimental and improvements making it suitable for prompt occupancy. ing?", "YES YES YES,subjects will be made." <If this site were made available to the Neuropsychiatric Institute as a "wrote Sirhan. "Are youAldous Huxley, author of research facility, perhaps initially as an adjunct 10 the new Center for 

crazy?' asked Diamond.the 100vel, "Brave New	 Prevention of Violence, we could put it 10 very good use. Comparative stud
ies could be carried out there, in an isolated bU,t convenient location, of "NO NO, " Sirhan replied. World", referred to West in 
experimental or model pr.ograms for the alteration of undesirable behavior. "Well, why are you writing his writing on several occa

Such programs might inclUde control of drug or alcohol abllse, modifica cra.zy?" Diamond asked.sions. In 1957 he wrote that tion of chronic antisocial or impulsive aggressiveness, ele. The site could "PRACTICE PRACTICEWest has doing research with also accommodate conferences or retreats for instruction of selected groups PRACTICE," came thehypnosis and mescaline.	 of mentallhealth-related professionals and of others (e.g., law enforcement reply. "Practice for what?" Later, in i961 h'e reponed	 personnel, parole officers, special educators) for whom both demonstration 
Diamond questioned.that West had informed him	 and participation would be effective modes ot instruction. 
"MIND CONTROL MINDhe was now experimenting My onderstanding is that a direct request by the Governor, or another 

appropriate officer of the State, to the Secretary of Defense (or, of course, CONTROL MIND CONwith sensory deprivation and 
the President) would be most likely 10 produce prompt results. Needles to TROL" is what Sirhanhad some of the best say, I stand available to participate in any way that might be helpful. wrote.equipped facilities available. Sincerely yours, Sirhan was given a psyKnowledge derived from LOUIS JOLYON WEST, M.D., 

choJogic.a1 s.tress evaluation these monstrous projects, as Medical Director. 201 
test lby a U.S. Intelligencewell as many thousands of II'. 'I 
officer, seven years afterothers, is being applied to Dr. West's letter to the Californian State Director of Health 

Kennedy's assassination. Hemind controll operations loday. 
has since been quoted as saying, "Everything in the PSE charts tells 
me that someone else was involved in the assassination and that 

IUNIDENTIFIED FLYING MIND CONTROL Sirhan was programmed lbrough hypnosis to kill R.F.K." 
It is worth noting that one of Louis JJolyon West's proteges, Barry British Lawyer Fenton Bressler beheves that Mark David 

Taff, co-wrote an article for 'UFO' magazine suggesting aliens were Chapman, who won international no.toriety for shooting John 
responsible for this type of activity. Taff worked at the UCLA Lennon on December 8, 1980, was also a programmed assassin. In 
Neuropsychiatric Institute, and according to Los Angeles 'based his book, "Who Killed John Len'non?", Bressler argues the case 
researcher Martin Cannon, has consulted for a large number of gov very convincingly. He contends that Chapman came into contact 
ernment agencies, including the National Institute of MeDtal H~alth, with the CIA whilst working for the YMCA, an organisation which 
Rand Corporation, The Atomic Energy Commission and the CIA. is reported to have acted as a front for the CIA in many foreign 
The article was entitled "Paranormal Phenomena and UFO's", and! countries. Chapman chose to do work for the YMCA in Beirut, of 
appeared in "UFO", Vol. 2 No.4. all places, a city rumoured to be the site of a CIA training camp for 

Cannon has documented a long list of parallels between supposed assassins. Witnesses to the shooting swed that Chapman assumed 
"Aliell Abduction Phenomena" and documented mind control something akin to a "comblU" (pOsition just before pulling the trig
experimenwion, in a thoroughly researched and impeccably refer ger, and the first reaction oJ the arresting detective, Art'hur 
enced 60 page (approx.) paper entitled, "The Controllers: A New O'Connpr, was tbat Chapman appeared to be "dazed" and "looked! 
Hypothesis of A~ien  Abductions." A condensed version' of this as if he could have been programmed."
 
paper was ,published in the October 1990 edition of the MUFON
 
UFO Journal. It left me questioning the ~ basis of the UFO *
 To be continued in the next edition of Nexus ... 
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